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The reaction of a formaldehyde radical anion with methyl chloride is an example of a reaction in which a
single transition state serves two mechanisms: substitution at carbon (Sub(C)) and electron transfer (ET).
This reaction has been studied by ab initio molecular dynamics at the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory. Initial
conditions were sampled from thermal distributions at the transition state, and ca. 200 trajectories were
calculated at each of four different temperatures. Some trajectories go directly to ET products, but most go
to the Sub(C) valley. Analysis of the initial conditions did not reveal any definitive factors that consistently
favored one channel over the others. About half of the molecules in the Sub(C) valley subsequently dissociate
to ET products within the 800-1200-fs simulation time of the present calculations. These molecules showed
unimolecular kinetics for dissociation consistent with a chemically activated species. The ratio of ET to Sub-
(C) products varied from 1.02 to 1.43 over the temperature range 148-598 K. In a kinetic investigation of
the reaction mechanism, such a temperature dependence would give the semblance of two competing transition
states having different structures. However, since one transition state serves both mechanisms, the temperature
dependence of the branching ratio is a reflection of the shape of the potential energy surface, and not an
indicator of separate transition states.

Introduction

Physical organic chemistry has revealed intriguing phenomena
where related mechanisms generate a reactivity spectrum with
a borderline region in which the two mechanisms seem to merge
and have transition states of hybrid characters.1,2 The most
celebrated examples are the SN2-SN1 spectrum and the
â-elimination E2-E1 spectrum,3-5 with their borderline regions,
which possess properties of the two extreme mechanisms.
Another well-known relationship is between substitution and
electron-transfer reactions, which also exhibit borderline
regions.6-22 The borderline region is typified by entangled
reactivity,9 where commonly established experimental methods
encounter difficulties in definitively assigning the reaction
mechanisms. In some cases, the borderline region may involve
similar reaction rates through two different transition states.
However, a more interesting case occurs when two different
products can be formed via the same transition state. Reactions
between ketyl radical anions and alkyl halides are examples of
this intriguing situation, in which both electron transfer (ET)
products and substitution at carbon (Sub(C)) products can be
formed via the same, tightly bound transition state.23-33 Such
cases are especially tantalizing since varying the temperature
may well lead to different proportions of the products, thereby
giving the semblance of competing mechanisms with two
different transition states having distinct structural properties.

The ET/Sub(C) dichotomy in the CH2O•- + CH3Cl reaction
has been the subject of numerous theoretical studies.25-33 The

ET products can be formed either by an outersphere electron
transfer reaction or an innersphere reaction. The latter transition
state is lower in energy and is of primary interest in the current
work, because it also leads to Sub(C) products. The nature of
this transition state has been firmly established at a variety of
levels of theory.25-33 From this transition state, the potential
energy surface descends monotonically toward product clusters.
As it descends, the valley bifurcates, with one branch yielding
Sub(C) products and the other leading to ET products. Since
the bifurcation of the potential energy surface occurs after the
transition state, reaction-path-following techniques and transi-
tion-state theory cannot answer crucial questions about the
branching ratios. Molecular dynamics is essential to probe the
details of this reaction.

In earlier work, we used both reaction path following and ab
initio trajectory calculations to explore the potential energy
surface for reactions of ketyl radical anions with alkyl ha-
lides.28,30 For CH2O•- + CH3Cl, we found that an internal
coordinate steepest descent path from the transition state leads
to ET products, while a reaction path in mass-weighted
coordinates (intrinsic reaction coordinate, IRC) proceeds to Sub-
(C) products.28 From ab initio classical trajectory calculations
on a series of reactions, CH2O•- + CH3X (X ) F, Cl, Br) and
NCCHO•- + CH3Cl, we found that stronger C-X bonds and
weaker electron donors favor substitution reactions over electron
transfer.30

Yamataka, Aida, and Dupuis32,33 (YAD) have also used ab
initio molecular dynamics to investigate various aspects of the
CH2O•- + CH3Cl reaction. In their initial study, they found
two types of trajectories: simple ones that lead directly to Sub-
(C) and more complex ones that eventually dissociate to ET
products. In subsequent work, they extended their calculations
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to examine the effects of solvent relaxation and temperature.33

Higher temperatures increase the amount of ET product and
stronger relaxation reduces the number of Sub(C) trajectories
that dissociate to ET. In addition to the Sub(C) and Sub(C)f
ET channels, they also observed a few trajectories that proceeded
directly to ET products independent of solvent relaxation
strength and temperature. In recent work,34 YAD calculated a
small number of trajectories for the NCCHO•- + CH3Cl and
NCCHO•- + (CH3)2CHCl reactions and also found that cyano
substitution favored the substitution reaction and increased steric
effects favored electron transfer.

In the present work, we have undertaken a more extensive
investigation of the CH2O•- + CH3Cl reaction at several tem-
peratures to obtain a more detailed understanding of this phen-
omenon of entangled reaction mechanisms.9 With a larger num-
ber of trajectories and proper sampling that includes zero-point
energy, we are able to calculate the branching ratio as a function
of temperature, to examine the kinetics of Sub(C) versus Sub-
(C) f ET in more detail, and to see whether individual reaction
channels are favored by particular initial conditions.

Methods. Electronic structure and molecular dynamics
calculations were performed with the development version of
the Gaussian series of programs.35 Molecular dynamics simula-
tions were carried out using ab initio classical trajectory
calculations on the Born-Oppenheimer surface.36 In this
approach, a converged electronic-structure calculation is carried
out each time that information about the potential energy surface
is needed for the integration of the classical equations of motion
for the atoms in the molecule. Trajectories were integrated with
our Hessian-based predictor-corrector algorithm37 using the
UHF/6-31G(d) level of theory. A predictor step is taken on a
quadratic function obtained from the Hessian or second deriva-
tives of the potential energy surface. A corrector step is then
computed on a fifth-order polynomial fitted to the energies,
gradients, and Hessians at the beginning and end points of the
predictor step. The Hessians are computed analytically using
electronic structure calculations and then updated for five steps
using gradients from electronic structure calculations before
being recomputed analytically.38

As in our previous work,30 the trajectories were started at
the transition state and initial conditions were chosen to
correspond to a thermal distribution.39 Motion along the
transition vector was directed toward the products and was
sampled from a thermal distribution. Rotational energies were
sampled from a thermal distribution of a symmetric top.
Quasiclassical normal-mode sampling was used for the vibra-
tional energies and included zero-point energy plus thermal
energy.39,40For each initial condition, the vibrational phases were
chosen randomly, and the momentum and displacement were
scaled so that the vibrational kinetic energy and the potential
energy obtained from the ab initio surface summed to the desired
total energy (if proper scaling could not be achieved because
of the anharmonicity of the potential energy surface, the
trajectory was discarded). The calculations of YAD also started
from a thermal distribution at the transition state but did not
include zero-point energy or vibrational displacement in the
initial conditions.

Trajectories were integrated with a step size of 0.5 amu1/2

bohr. The total energy was conserved to better than 10-5 hartree.
Since spurious angular forces were removed by projection,
angular momentum was conserved to 10-9 p. At each temper-
ature, ca. 200 trajectories were integrated for up to 800-1200
fs starting at the transition state and ending when the products
were well separated.

Results and Discussion

Structures and Energetics.The optimized geometries of the
transition states and products are shown in Figure 1. As
remarked previously,25-33 the dependence of the geometry on
the level of theory is relatively small. Reaction-path following
has shown that the Sub(C)/ET transition state is connected to
both the Sub(C) and ET channels.28 The Sub(O) reaction
proceeds through a different transition state that can be reached
by going from the Sub(C)/ET transition state back to the reactant
complex and then to the Sub(O) transition state (see Scheme
1). Formation of the ET products can occur directly or by
dissociation of Sub(C) products.

At the UHF/6-31G(d) level of theory, the energies released
on going from the transition state to the Sub(C) and ET products
complexed with chloride ion are 66.3 and 56.4 kcal/mol,
respectively, and are in good agreement with the calculations
of YAD (65.2 and 50.8 kcal/mol at UHF/6-31+G(d)). For all
of the trajectories calculated here, the chloride ion was well
separated from the remaining products by the end of the
trajectory. The corresponding energy releases without the
chloride ion bound are 58.7 and 42.6 kcal/mol for Sub(C) and
ET, respectively. The structures of the Sub(C)f ET transition
states are similar with and without the chlorine ion bound, and
are 25.1 and 28.4 kcal/mol above the corresponding Sub(C)
structures. This is also in good agreement with the UHF/6-
31+G(d) calculations of YAD (27.2 kcal/ mol when complexed
with chloride). Higher levels of theory and inclusion of solvent
effects will change the energetics and affect the branching ratios
obtained from the dynamics.

Dynamics.The trajectories can be grouped into four catego-
ries. Even though the initial velocity along the transition vector
is directed toward products, some trajectories return to reactants
(no reaction, NR). A few trajectories go directly to the electron-
transfer products (direct ET) with only a single recoil between

Figure 1. Energetics and optimized geometries of the transition states
and products for the Sub(C)/ET reaction at the UHF/6-31G(d) level of
theory.

SCHEME 1
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reactants, or equivalently, only one inner turning point for the
C-C stretching motion. The majority of the trajectories proceed
to the Sub(C) channel. Of these, a large fraction dissociate to
ET products after more than one recoil or inner turning point
in the C-C stretching motion (Sub(C)f ET). A very small
number of trajectories end up as Sub(O) products, but do so
via the reactant complex and the Sub(O) transition state.

The branching ratio for the Sub(C)/ET reaction is shown in
Table 1 and Figure 2 for a number of temperatures. A rather
wide temperature range (148-598 K) was chosen so that the
trends can be seen more readily. At all temperatures, most of
the trajectories start in the direction of substitution at carbon

(Sub(C) plus Sub(C)f ET) and only a few go directly to ET
products. This is in keeping with the intrinsic reaction coordinate
(mass-weighted steepest descent path) that leads from the
transition state to the Sub(C) products at this level of theory.
YAD found qualitatively similar results. There is sufficient
energy released as the molecule descends from the transition
state, ca. 60 kcal/mol at UHF/6-31G(d), that it can readily go
over the ridge that separates the ET products from Sub(C), a
barrier of less than 30 kcal/mol. As the temperature increases,
more energy is available and there is a small increase in the
ratio of ET products, both in the direct channel and in the Sub-
(C) f ET channel. YAD also observed an increase in the direct
channel, but did not report any branching ratios as a function
of temperature. A major difference between the two studies is
the fraction of the Sub(C) trajectories that subsequently dis-
sociate to ET products. We find that about half of the trajectories
that start in the Sub(C) direction dissociate to ET products,
compared to ca. 15% in the trajectories calculated by YAD
without solvent relaxation effects. As discussed above, the
potential energy surfaces used in the two studies are very similar
(in particular, the structures of the transition states, the energy
differences between the transition state and the product com-
plexes, and the barrier from Sub(C) to ET). One of the main
differences between the two studies is the initial condition for
vibration. In the present work, a physically realistic ensemble
of starting structures and momenta is generated using quasi-
classical normal-mode sampling, including zero-point energy
as well as thermal energy, and by sampling initial displacements
as well as momenta for the vibrational modes at the transition
state. Thus, a larger and more appropriate region of the potential
energy surface around the transition state is sampled by the
present initial conditions. This feature and the fact that the
trajectories are followed for a longer time could readily account
for the larger fraction of Sub(C)f ET trajectories seen in the
current study.

A variation of the branching ratio with temperature is often
taken as evidence that the products are produced via distinct
transition states.12,17,18 Unless related by symmetry, these

Figure 2. Branching ratios as a function of temperature.

TABLE 1: Number of Sub(C) and Sub(C) f ET, Direct ET,
Sub(O), and NR Trajectories as a Function of Temperature

temperature

channel 148 K 298 K 448 K 598 K

sub(C) 102 86 83 80
sub(C)f ET 89 108 101 101
direct ET 3 2 9 13
sub(O) 1 1 2 0
NR 8 6 8 9

Figure 3. Average initial rotational energy (Rot), vibrational energy (Vib), and kinetic energy in the transition vector (TV) for the Sub(C), Sub(C)
f ET, direct ET, and NR channels.
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separate transition states would normally have different enthal-
pies of activation and also different entropies of activation.
Hence, the ratio of the rates through these transition states will
change with temperature. The present reaction is an obvious
counterexample, since both products are formed via the same
transition state. In this case, the modest temperature dependence
arises from the topology of the potential energy surface. At low
temperatures, there is little excitation of the vibrations perpen-
dicular to the transition vector and, like the intrinsic reaction
coordinate, the dynamics head into the Sub(C) valley. At higher
temperatures, there is more vibrational energy available and the
trajectories can explore a wider region of the potential energy
surface, resulting in more ET products, both directly and via
Sub(C)f ET.

Since all of the molecules at the transition state have enough
energy to go to either Sub(C) or ET products, it would be
desirable to understand what factors influence the ultimate fate
of a molecule passing through the transition state. Figure 3
shows the initial energy distribution for the trajectories leading
to Sub(C) and Sub(C)f ET, as well as direct ET and NR (there
are too few Sub(O) trajectories to analyze). Any reliable trends
should be discernible over the range of temperatures. The NR
trajectories generally have less translational energy in the
transition vector than direct ET. Although the direct ET
trajectories dissociate after only one recoil, it is not because
there is a greater amount of energy initially in the transition
vector. The Sub(C) and Sub(C)f ET trajectories have more
energy in the transition vector than direct ET, but survive one
or more vibrations of the C-C bond. The average translation,
rotation, and total vibrational energies are very similar for Sub-
(C) and Sub(C)f ET.

An examination of the initial energy in the individual
vibrational modes, Figure 4, reveals a few features. At higher
temperatures, the direct ET trajectories on average have
somewhat more energy in mode 4 (C-C-Cl bend), whereas
those that return to reactants (NR) have a bit more energy in
modes 2 and 3 (bend and twist of CH2O relative to CH3Cl).
However, there does not appear to be any statistically significant
feature that distinguishes the Sub(C) and Sub(C)f ET channels.
The distributions of the starting conditions (both displacement

and velocities in each vibrational mode) for these two channels
are broad and strongly overlapping. No one mode or simple
combination of modes consistently leads to Sub(C) or consis-
tently to Sub(C)f ET.

Figure 4. Average initial energy in the first five vibrational modes for the Sub(C), Sub(C)f ET, direct ET, and NR channels.

Figure 5. Snapshots of a typical Sub(C)f ET trajectory showing the
transition state (0 fs) and two C-C inner turning points (46 and 87 fs)
in the Sub(C) region, before dissociation into ET products.
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Animation of the trajectories shows that most of the energy
released is initially in the C-C stretching motion. As illustrated
in Figure 5, a typical trajectory proceeds by shortening of the
C-C bond. The distance of closest approach of the two carbons
(i.e., the C-C bond length at the inner turning point) is ca. 1.4
Å for the Sub(C) and Sub(C)f ET trajectories. The H2CO
and CH3 fragments then recoil25-30 and the C-C distance
increases. In the meantime, the Cl- drifts away (slowly, because
of its higher mass). Depending on the distribution of the energy,
there can be one or more oscillations of the C-C bond. If the

C-C bond remains intact, the trajectory yields Sub(C) products.
On the other hand, a large number of the trajectories dissociate
after a few C-C oscillations, leading to the Sub(C)f ET
channel. For direct ET trajectories, the closest approach of the
fragments is approximately 2 Å; the fragments recoil and
separate to ET products usually in less than 100 fs.

Analysis of the Sub(C)f ET trajectories shows that about
half of them have dissociated to ET products in 180-200 fs.
The lifetimes are longer for lower temperatures, as might be
anticipated for processes with a substantial barrier. By 150 fs,

Figure 6. Plots showing first-order kinetics for Sub(C)f ET dissociation atT ) 148, 298, 448, and 598 K.

Figure 7. Final vibrational energies of CH3CH2O• moiety in the Sub(C) and Sub(C)f ET trajectories.
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the Cl- is on average 4.0 Å from the rest of the molecule. This
suggests that the Sub(C)f ET trajectories are characterized
by the unimolecular dissociation of the CH3CH2O• fragment in
the Sub(C) product valley. Figure 6 plots the logarithm of the
number of undissociated CH3CH2O• molecules in the Sub(C)
f ET channel as a function of time. As expected for a first-
order reaction, the unimolecular dissociation yields a linear plot.
However, the rate constants for Sub(C)f ET derived from these
plots (0.015( 0.001, 0.018( 0.001, 0.020( 0.001, and 0.017
( 0.001 fs-1 for 148-598 K) do not vary significantly with
temperature, contrary to what would be expected from thermal
rate constants for a process with a barrier of 25-30 kcal/mol.
This indicates that the available energy is not in thermal
equilibrium distribution throughout the molecule. Rather, this
indicates that the reaction occurs via a chemically activated
process in which the energy is stored in a few vibrational modes.
In particular, the energy deposited in the C-C bond during the
initial displacement reaction does not have sufficient time to
equilibrate with the remaining vibrational modes before the
molecule dissociates.

The CH3CH2O• fragment in the Sub(C) valley is produced
with considerable internal energy. In keeping with a chemically
activated process, the total vibrational energy for CH3CH2O•

has a peaked distribution, as shown in Figure 7, rather than a
Boltzmann distribution. The vibrational energy distributions for
the Sub(C) and Sub(C)f ET channels are strongly overlapping,
and the average vibrational energies do not differ significantly.
Thus, it is not the total vibrational energy but the distribution
and relative phases that determine whether the CH3CH2O
fragment dissociates rapidly (Sub(C)f ET) or remains bound
(Sub(C)) during the 800-1200-fs simulation time. Since the
ET production is driven by energy localized in or near the C-C
bond, the dissipation of the excess energy to the environment
(solvent) will reduce the yield of ET product. YAD found that
a reasonable value for the solvent relaxation parameter (τ ∼
2000 fs) reduced the amount of Sub(C)f ET product by ca.
20%, but did not turn off this channel. This suggests that this
mechanism, and hence the entangled reactivity, will persist in
solution. However, the branching ratios may be quite different
in solution, since interaction with the solvent could change the
energetics of the reaction significantly.

Summary

Classical trajectory calculations have been used to study the
reaction of formaldehyde radical anion with methyl chloride.
In this novel reaction, one transition state leads to two different
products. Both channels are energetically accessible and the ratio
of ET to Sub(C) products varies from 1.02 to 1.43 over a
temperature range of 148 K to 598 K. Although some trajectories
go directly to ET products, most go to the Sub(C) valley. A
large fraction of these molecules subsequently dissociate to ET
products. Thus, the Sub(C)f ET pathway is the dominant
source of ET products in the gas phase. Molecular dynamics
calculations show that the Sub(C)/ET ratio varies with temper-
ature. The present calculations demonstrate that for this reaction
the variation in the branching ratio with temperature is due to
the topology of the potential energy surface after a single
transition state. It is not the result of the reaction proceeding
via two different transition states. This type of entangled
reactivity may be wide-ranging and applicable to other border-
line situations, such as SN2-SN1, E2-E1, etc. There is a
challenge here for both theory and experiment to devise probes
that can distinguish “normal” situations, with two transition
states for two mechanisms, from entangled situations with one
transition state for two mechanisms.
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